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“Faith resides in the veiled abyss 
between death and the will to survive!” 
When an absent father is tasked with driving 
his heavily pregnant daughter to hospital in the 
dead of night they are thrust into a fight for life 
when involved in a horrific car accident. With 
limited odds of survival, and a baby just minutes 
from birth, Faith asks one of life’s most pertinent 
questions: Between death and the will to survive, 
how far can hope lift in the fight for life? 

                              ‘Buried’ meets ‘127 Hours’

PRODUCTION PLAN
A descriptive journey into the production process, 
ambition and strategies for the sale and distribution 
of DB Morgan’s debut thriller/horror feature, Faith.
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The debut feature film by MEGALDON PICTURES.
Production slate as follows:

‘LADIES DAY’ - 2022

‘DEVIL’S PIT’ - 2023

(Horror feature and episodic TV series)

‘RAVE ISLAND’ - 2024

‘TROLLRIDER’ - 2025

All screenplays complete, rights approved and production ready.



KEY CAST
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Producer and Director of micro budget 
films who understands how to wring ev-
ery ounce from the most meagre of bud-
gets. He gained a reputation as a serious 
first-time filmmaker when casting big TV/
film names for his debut short film, ‘Hard 
Sell’. Several festival nominations for his 
2015 short film, ‘Little Man’ - budgeted 

at just £50.  

Gregg’s IMDB profile reads like a music 
industry hall of fame, heralding several 

decades of music video productions with 
global stars such as Take That, Kylie Mi-
nogue, Level 42, Mike and the Mechan-
ics, Celine Dion, Lionel Richie and many 
more. Mr Masuak is on-board as Artistic 
Executive, and project mentor to the first 

time direction of DB Morgan.

An award-winning filmmaker, now based 
in England. having worked with Holly-

wood names such Reece Ritchie, Graham 
Baker and Miriam Margolyes, Working 
principally in the lighting and camera 

departments. Vincent’s relationship with 
light and space sees him described as “a 
passionate, and imaginative, visual artist 

of unique style and heritage.”

DB MORGAN GREGG MASUAK VINCENT LELEU
WRITER / DIRECTOR ARTISTIC EXECUTIVE CINEMATOGRAPHY

With several decades in film and television, 
spanning ‘Game of Thrones’ to ‘The Rise 
of the Krays’, Frank has appeared in classic 
movies including Brazil, A view to a kill, Mo-
rons from outer space and Death Wish 3; 
together with iconic British TV series includ-
ing The Bill, Bergerac, The Two Ronnies and 
Dempsey & Makepeace to name just a few.

FRANK JAKEMAN

A DB MORGAN FILM

“FAITH IS THE STORY I’VE BEEN BURNING TO TELL. A 
CLAUSTROPHOBIC DISASTER MOVIE. A THRILLER WITH 
HORRIFIC ELEMENTS. A FLAT-OUT SURVIVAL HORROR.
 
FAITH IS A STORY OF HOPE, A STORY OF RISING BEYOND 
ONE’S FEARS IN THE FACE OF UNSURMOUNTABLE ADVER-
SITY. A GUT WRENCHING, ROLLERCOASTER OF TERROR. A 
LIFE AFFIRMING EXPERIENCE. A KICK UP THE SOUL.”

LEONA CLARKE

Leona Clarke is a British actress of Dutch de-
scendency. Leona recently played the leading 
role of Sheila Birling in the 2018 remake of J.B. 
Priestley’s ‘An Inspector Calls’, amongst recent 
high profile TV ad campaigns and independent 
British film and TV. A fresh face of indepen-
dent film, with powerful emotive strength at 
the heart of her performances, Leona Clarke is 
tipped for a bright future as a leading lady in film.

Also starring Frances Oldridge and Catherine Stratton. 

A duo of highly talented up-and-coming actors from stage and the small screen. 

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2099350/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm8160107/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1


THE HEART OF FAITH

SFX DIRECTOR, JUSTIN BECKER
conducting makeup tests on the trailer shoot

HAVE A LITTLE FAITH

DIRECTOR DB MORGAN
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Good films begin with great stories. A great premise, realistic, well de-
veloped characters and a rollercoaster ride of emotion where you feel 
wrung dry at the end! These are the subtleties that work on conscious 
and subconscious levels to create thrilling movie experiences.

Faith, at its heart, tells the story of a family torn apart by vascular de-
mentia and their inability to deal with the raw, and complex, emotions 
that stem from it. It’s heartbreaking, it’s real and DB Morgan draws from 
his personal experience of witnessing his own father’s dementia.  

You can’t fix a bad script by adding in loads of cool action set pieces or 
by setting it in amazing locations. Story is key, especially in micro budget 
productions where you have a vast array of limitations. A well crafted 
story will always win the day! Often depth (be it story, character or 
emotional) is overshadowed by structure, set pieces and jump scares; 
forsaking many important golden storytelling rules like character de-
velopment, emotional engineering, rootability, arcs etc... These are the 
things that keep you rooted in the action, following the journey of the 
characters and ultimately staying invested in their plight!

CLICK HERE TO VIEW EMOTIVE TRAILER VIEW BEHIND-THE-SCENES 

DB is a Producer/Director who understands how to wring every ounce 
from the most meagre of budgets. He aims high and goes for it. Gained 
his reputation for casting credible film actors for his debut short film, 
Hard Sell: Craig Fairbrass (Cliffhanger/Rise of the footsoldier/London 
Heist/The Bank Job), Karl Howman (The Sweeney/Brush Strokes/East-
enders) and Chrissie Cotterill (Nil by mouth/Doctor Who/Bad girls). 
Winner of a 2009 MTV short film competition and official selections at 
several international short film festivals. DB is described as not being 
afraid to ‘go there’. A strong screenwriter with the ability to take view-
ers on an emotional journey with original, and surprising, stories about 
the human condition.  

“Working with DB on this project allowed me the freedom to create 
realistic medical gags that really f*#k with the viewers head. Anatomical 
horror can be highly disturbing and we’ve gone to town with our creativity.”              
  SFX DIRECTOR - JUSTIN BECKER

https://youtu.be/-hn4DO_kQII
https://youtu.be/NB88EsFmdTg


PROJECT AMBITION

‘
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‘Faith is a claustrophobic disaster movie.
 A thriller with horrific elements, or a 

flat-out survival horror movie.’ 

DB Morgan has developed a story full of relevance that mirrors the 
hopelessness we all feel towards the modern world and destruction of 
family values and morality. Much in the same way that Jordan Peele’s 
‘Get Out’, or Jeremy Saulnier’s ‘Green Room’ holds a mirror up to the 
dark unspoken truths of the modern world.

‘Faith’ essentially becomes, at core level, a social commentary on the 
breakdown of family and the disillusionment we often feel with under-
standing the point of our existence in the modern world. Specifically, 
Faith asks us to contemplate our coping methods, our chosen poison, 
and reminds us that faith in a higher power – be that religion or spiritu-
ality - is what’s needed to get by. 

‘The destructive forces of drugs, alcoholism and 
hopelessness are at the core of human destruction. 
Faith asks us to hang in there and have a little hope.’

Comfortably straddling genres, Faith would have sat 
well at Blockbusters on either the Thriller or Horror 
shelves, appealing to multiple genre tastes.

Faith offers a satisfying, thrilling and horrific experience 
for genre puritans, with recognizable story beats and 
familiar genre algorithms. 

“Being involved with a project like Faith is every actor’s dream, with so much raw angst and emotional 
honesty the get under the skin of. DB truly understands human nature and lays it bare with Faith.”          
          FRANK JAKEMAN

“Going by the trailer, concept and DB Morgan’s vision for the project, Britflicks are excited to be 
media sponsors and looking forward to sharing DB’s vision with the world.  britflicks.com 

“DB Morgan, with almost twenty years experience as a screenwriter, adventure game writer 
and, more recently, novelist has worked deligently to ensure that Faith grabs the audence by the 
jugular and never lets go!”  DANNY PATRICK (DIrector - The Best Years / Requiem for a fighter)

Our aspirations for ‘Faith’ are for the project to be a critical success and 
to make a return on investment. This will then facilitate a smoother ride 
towards funding future projects - of which there are four further feature 
scripts ready for production.

We expect Faith to be signed to a mainstream distributor; aiming for 
multi platform distribution via DVD & VOD. We are already in talks with 
distributors and sales agents, who eagerly await viewing the finished 
project. 

Although cinematic release would be credible reward for our efforts this 
is actually a double edged sword that can be a costly exercise. It the cur-
rent market, with the explosion of video-on-demand platforms and the 
demise of physical DVD sales, there is adequate ROI available by focus-
sing our efforts on the burgeoning online video market.  

Our aspirations extend to traditional distribution following a 
successful festival run.
We are excited to launch Faith into the festival circuit, confi-
dent to stand alongside projects with much higher budgets. 
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

“BEYOND THE HORROR OF A COUPLE FACED WITH 
OVERWHELMING DISASTER, THE KEY USP TO ‘FAITH’ 
IS A STORY OF A FAMILY DESPERATELY ATTEMPTING 
TO COPE WITH DEMENTIA.”

 DIRECTOR’S VISON 
 BY WRITER / DIRECTOR, DB MORGAN

In many mays, Faith is the story of Titanic, told on a micro scale. Faith’s iceberg is a tree!
The love story of Jack and Rose can be seen in the relationship between Martin and 
Jenny, comparisons drawn between the social standing and class outlooks. The develop-
ing relationship and character reveals draw us towards them as we ultimately root for 
their survival. We know the tragedy is going to happen – it’s the relationship between 
the two protagonists that carries the story. 

The car is the third character in Faith. A relentless beast, ever tightening its grip as the 
disaster unfolds; akin to Jaws. The smoke becomes a bellowing roar, sparks and flame 
indicate the ‘bad guys closing in.’ A ticking time-bomb, a potential tomb; always reinforc-
ing the viewer that the stakes continue to raise. 

Up close, and voyeuristically, we are ‘trapped’ with Jenny and Martin Rose as they face 
the ultimate ordeal – the fight for life. The viewer will experience the intense discomfort 
of bearing witness to an unravelling family relationship, trapped inside a car with two 
characters as their lives unravel on a path to disaster. 

Tensions rise as the relationship unravels. Tight closeups add to the claustrophobia, fo-
cussing on visual tells: tensing cheekbones, tightening knuckles, widening eyes and other 
visual ticks that depict the emotional metronome of the story; the beats quickening as 
the argument and disaster develops.

Faith leans heavily on the cynicism of modern life. The vast majority of adults are under 
the spell of some form of controlled, or controlling, substance. There is a justification 
that occurs throughout the story, where one’s self belief is that their ‘crutch’ is more ac-
ceptable than the next persons - whether that be religion, drugs or alcohol. Faith ex-
plores themes of identity. Who are we and where do we come from? What is family and 
do the blood ties really matter in the modern world?

FAITH-MOVIE.CO.UK

PRODUCTION

VALUES

THE 4K CLUB

When making production decisions 
relating to camera choices it was very 
clear Faith required small form-factor 
cameras and rigs. Due to the enclosed 
nature of the production, and that the 
film is set during the night, we de-
cided on shooting with the SONY A7s 
and FUJIFILM XT-3 mirrorless camera 
systems. Both cameras cope incredibly 
well in low light and produce stunning, 
cinematic, imagery in high bitrate 4k. 
This allowed plenty of headroom in 
the editing suite with regards to colour 
grading; further enhancing the chaotic 
feel of the movie through image degra-
dation, whilst still keeping image integ-
rity.

With a blend of static and handheld 
shots the film begins with wide open 
space and slowly contracts into an ex-
tremely tight and claustrophobic space. 
Colours become washed out, the focal 
plane narrows and the viewer experi-
ences the claustrophobic conditions 
alongside Jenny and Martin Rose.

          D-O-P Vincent Leleu on-set
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SFX DEPARTMENT

JOHN SCHOONRAAD   
SFX supervisor

PRODUCTION TEAM

SARAH DRAGE   
Line Producer

CALLUM CLADINGBOEL   
1st Assistant Director

ANDREW LEHVA
Production Accountant

CATERING DPT    

CATERING SPONSOR
Meatline Ltd  

CATERING SPONSOR
Birchwood Farm shop

HEAD OF CATERING
Laura Morgan

18 MONTHS OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, 

BUILDING A CORE CREW OF PASSIONATE 

CREATIVES TO MAKE THE DREAM.

THE FAITH CREW

LULU BERESFORD MORGAN    
Makeup assistant

MAXWELL MOORE    
Sound recordist

JANE BERESFORD MORGAN   
Location executive

ELLIE MORGAN-STEELE  
Location manager

DAVID MORGAN     
Production assistant

JAMIE WRIGHT    
Production assistant

JAMIE MURPHY    
Production assistant

HARRY CAREY    
Production assistant  

CATERING by Loobies

Laura Jane Morgan
Lauren Cladingboel
Catherine Stratton

JUSTIN BECKER   
SFX Director

THE U.S.P
Faith takes the viewer beyond the terror of catastrophe. Beyond the 
genre stereotypes, creating a deeply emotional human story relating to 
family struggles. Broken, and desperately attempting to cope with the 
effects of vascular dementia on their matriarch, we relate to their plight. 

Faith adds a fresh and social relevent slant to traditional tried and 
tested mythical storytelling. Faith is fresh, full of social relevence 
and raw emotion, offering a new take on the claustrophobic disaster 
movie. 

When an audience is expertly placed in the shoes of the protagonist 
we root for them, feel their pain and will them towards their outer 
and inner goals. Through extensive script development and reader 
feedback we have ensured that the central characters in Faith not 
only have clearly defined goals and character arcs, but feel authentic 
within the story universe.

Faith is a rollercoaster with internal and external conflict that 
swells with emotional intensity, before crashing off the rails 
with horrific consequences.

http://lifecast.co.uk
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The reason that low budget movies score 
so well with audiences is that they appeal 
as an antidote to the studio genre flick. 
The debate currenty rages about the ‘death 
of the cinema’, ‘franchise movies lacking 
substance, CGI taking away the magic of 
movies, and many more cynical debates 
surrounding the Hollywood machine.

It is often the case that a low budget 
results in a more realistic and in-your-face 
horror experience; in The Evil Dead, for ex-
ample, Sam Raimi’s minimal budget meant 
that he was unable to use expensive cam-
era rigs, instead having the camera take on 
a first-person perspective of the evil force 
terrorising the protagonists. 

The Blair Witch Project is another case 
in point; an oft cited study, it was never-
theless the first horror film to utilise the 
‘found footage’ device to create a disturb-
ing and highly effective sense of realism. 
Filmed in one location with a three person 
cast, this original and inventive film was 
able (through a brilliant and admittedly 
expensive marketing campaign designed to 
convince viewers the film was a real docu-
mentary) to become one of the most prof-

itable films of all time, earning a worldwide 
gross of $248m from it’s $60,000 budget.

These are becoming tiresome and unre-
alistic comparisons, but there are scores 
of recent micro budget movies breaking 
out to critical acclaim. Again we cite Jor-
dan Peele’s ‘Get Out’, or Jeremy Saulnier’s 
‘Green Room’ - films with miniscule bud-
gets that have something to say about the 
human condition and go on to great suc-
cess.

With so many online platforms crying out 
for quality programming there has never 
been a better time for low budget inde-
pendent films to break out.

Check out these two great articles 
on the current strength of the VOD 

market, to support this analysis.

CLICK FOR ARTICLE #1 
CLICK FOR ARTICLE #2

THE MARKETPLACE

GENRE MOVIES

FILM TITLE YEAR BUDGET  $ RETURN

BURIED 2010 2M 21.3m

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY 2007 100,000 193.4m

OPEN WATER 2003 500,000 54,6m

GET OUT 2017 4.5M 255.4m

GODS NOT DEAD 2014 2M 60.7m

THE KILL LIST 2011 770,000 424.6m

COLIN 2008 est $200 150,000

THE SECOND BOOM
The profitability of low budget genre movies extends far beyond the box 
office. The first Saw movie, for example - made on a budget of $1.2m - 
went on to make three times its original box office gross of $52m in DVD 
sales alone. 

The first low budget horror boom of the 80’s was due in large part to the explosion of the 
home viewing market and we are experincing  a new boom, with low budget independent 
genre movies finding, and reconnecting with, their loyal fan bases within the Video-On-De-
mand stratosphere.

DVD SALES LIVE ON
Collectors love to collect. Whether that’s vinyl record collectors or movie fans who love a 
shelf full of DVD’s. DVD sales, although declining since the birth of V-O-D, still make up a 
significant  percentage of a movie’s revenue stream.  In terms of UK home grown product, 
Microwave’s own ‘Mum & Dad’  was embraced by the UK horror audience and has been a 
strong and consistent seller on DVD since its initial release - with the added value of being 
the UK’s first completely multiplatform release. It has now reached the point where it is one 
of the most successful horror films that distributor Revolver has released on DVD, selling in 
excess of 45,000 units. The DVD shelf is going nowhere soon! 

The current V-O-D boom ensures there has never been a better time to 
make a low budget film with the potential of significat returns.

The secret to the ‘Horror/Thriller’ genre’s success is in its audience. 
Horror enjoys a devoted and highly discerning fan base with an estab-
lished set of demands and traditions, an encyclopaedic knowledge of 
subgenres and a thirst for new product. The invention of the internet 
has resulted in a plethora of online communities that has connected 
this once disparate fan base and allowed for a subculture of fandom 
that can propel a film to worldwide recognition and global success on 
word of mouth alone. 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fchrisjonesblog.com%2F2018%2F11%2Fhow-you-can-make-money-with-your-no-to-lo-micro-budget-film.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3571VYr-0B_w9hLov3wcUVX2ogNJQ7CHfmeTFtggsWB8WECLE1dlvA-Fs&h=AT292O80-Un4M4P43rLdgi3qWhRZCcfjBNTTVk9iy1tMWGiKD6qTJ2rzKjRGah_qHEgOrHpLQyI35mGfb0SyPw8WBiM7CNChAW41NZC7WNTyN-FGY9u7q3i3Vd3cMwHsCgIyoeCkpl0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.filmmakingstuff.com%2Fno-budget-filmmaking%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Lj0sAJou51vlvSn_8iq3kv429-4_zH1QaOsXUCK6YPigRH0rk3QJz2qw&h=AT292O80-Un4M4P43rLdgi3qWhRZCcfjBNTTVk9iy1tMWGiKD6qTJ2rzKjRGah_qHEgOrHpLQyI35mGfb0SyPw8WBiM7CNChAW41NZC7WNTyN-FGY9u7q3i3Vd3cMwHsCgIyoeCkpl0
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SWOT
ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS
Filmmaking is a collaborative experience. DB Morgan has worked tirelessly to 
ensure he is surrounded by highly experienced creatives. Every member of the 
small crew brings their own unique skillset to ensure professionalism is at the 
core of everything.

To highlight DB’s diligence, the addition of Gregg Masuak as project mentor 
shows insight and maturity to his production decision making. Gregg’s vast in-
dustry experience as music video Producer/Director adds an extra layer of cre-
ative insurance to the project. An experienced head to pair with DB’s bound-
less creative energy. 

As a lover of pure horror, DB Morgan has created an original story experience 
based on one of life’s true horrors. A simple premise of a devastating car crash, 
where the occupants are left alone to fight for life. Drawing inspiration from 
several true life stories, the stakes are further raised when Jenny Rose goes 
into labour inside the car. Opposed to many low budget horror movies, where 
knife weilding maniacs rampage, ghosts lurk in the shadows or monsters rise 
from the deep, DB Morgan’s Faith revels in the reality horror experience, creat-
ing a truly disturbing, and terrifying, exploration into the bowls of a car crash.

THE STRENGTH OF ‘FAITH’ IS A CHARACTER DRIVEN SCRIPT WITH TIGHT 
DIALOGUE, BELIEVABLE CHARACTERS AND A SIMPLE HORRIFIC PREMISE 
THAT A CAVEMAN WOULD UNDERSTAND. 

WEAKNESSES
We do not have a studio backed budget, any form of pre-distribution or sales agreement in place. 
We have an extrmely limited budget and no guarantee or gaining any return on investment. We 
will be up against huge productions on the festival circuit, gaining distributors attention, press 
headlines etc... These are undoubtable challenges. However, working on the level we are, factor-
ing in the rise of VOD and the minimal returns needed to turn a profit, there has never been a 
better time for low budget indies to find their place in a digital market desperate for good content 
within proven genres.

OPPORTUNITIES
Due to early promotion and platform building, we have already secured promotional partnerships 
from established indie film and dedicated horror publications, together with offers of premiere 
screenings at horror events. Our trailer has trended well, being regularly shared online. We are 
now being presented with regular new opportunities to raise the project profile - both in the UK 
and USA.

THREATS
There are many low budget thriller/horror movies being released monthly. A recurring complaint 
from a discerning fanbase is lack of character development, rootability, realism, overreliance on 
CGI, and other failings of many low budget genre movies that take the viewer out of the experi-
ence. There are plenty of shockingly bad movies out there - at every level and budget. 
DB Morgan’s narrative background brings a realism to his work, with protagonists that are fully 
fleshed out with traits, fears, morals and insecurities intertwined with a living, breathing and cred-
ible story world. DB does not make bad movies. Be like DB!

COMPARISON ‘DISASTER HORROR’ MOVIES 

ACCIDENT - WATCH TRAILER    ROTTEN TOMATOES
The closest premise to Faith. Lacks heart, character relatability. “An over reliance on action over 
emotion. Poorly received, will be soon forgotten.”

BURIED - WATCH TRAILER         ROTTEN TOMATOES
“This buried-alive horror movie is a chokingly effective scare story – with an intriguing parallel to 
the US’s experience in Iraq.”

FROZEN - WATCH TRAILER        ROTTEN TOMATOES
“An expertly crafted chiller that will send a barrage of shivers up the spine.”

‘DB Morgan is a unique storyteller. His backstory is wild and he wears his pain 
on his sleeve. Every emotional beat in Faith is visceral and very, very real.” 
     GREGG MASUAK

https://youtu.be/-yR5QAq8pHU
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/accident_2017
https://youtu.be/aRQ0oqFBoP4
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/buried
https://youtu.be/GiUNsDVjCbo
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/10012051_frozen


DISTRIBUTORS & SALES AGENTS
We are already in conversation with several sales agents and distributors in the 
UK, U.S and Australia. We have the right people waiting to view the completed 
feature film, keen to bring our product to market - upon delivery of a product 
that matches their expectations. *Verification available upon request.

TIMING THE RELEASE
SPRING 2021:  WORLDWIDE FESTIVAL LIST

Scheduling our release for early 2021 allows ample time to construct a credible 
festival strategy. We will approach multiple tiers, ensuring we not only have 
applications into the major UK festivals, but also smaller regional festivals to 
ensure we spread our chances at multiple levels in order to put our film in front 
of the right audience, and more importantly - buyers & distributors.

VIRAL TERROR
Just about every movie gets marketed online these days. As the technology for  
interactive content has developed, and things have evolved even further in this 
techno-savvy era, the likes of Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat and You-
tube are being widely used to create innovative Viral marketing campaigns.

‘Faith’ will employ a simple ‘reality’ viral campaign - teasing viewers with a 15 
second clip of a girl screaming for help inside a car wreck, whilst a couple of 
hoody wearing teens film them and take selfies.  

HARNESSING INTERNET POWER
Together with our media sponsors we will send out regular posts and teaser 
clips via Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Horror Blogs etc... We also create regular 
related articles linking back to our productsphere and work with genre vloggers 
to highlight the movie in a positive light.

MARKETING REACH
The #faithmovie hashtag and online platform has been growing since the de-
velopment stage and we already have a far reaching net. Including the net-
works of our cast, crew and media sponsors. we estimate our reach to be in 
excess of 1 million movie fans at this stage.

THE BACKSTAGE PASS
A major part of our online promotion lies in the www.faith-movie.co.uk VIP 
backstage pass. This allows fans to view exclusive behind-the-scenes content 
as well as access to prize winning competiions and money-can’t-buy experienc-
es for our crowdfunding contributors and project investors. We have a steadily 
growing fanbase via the website newsletter sign-up, which will steadily con-
tinue to grow in the lead up to release.

COMPETITIONS AND CONTESTS
Building a database of potential customers via online and magazine based com-
petitions to draw them to the project website and create strong conversions. 
We aim to create a standalone competition that requires user effort, like create 
the best slogan, horror scream decibel count, or VINE video etc.. Whoever gets 
the highest ‘mark’ wins the prize. Entrants to this type of competition have to 
invest an amount of time and effort meaning they, in theory, are more engaged 
with our project. We are looking at utilizing ‘contestchest.com’, which lists cur-
rent contests and competitions.

Focus on pushing the importance of Colchester!

MARKETING 

STRATEGIES

 FAITH 19

http://film.britishcouncil.org/festivals-directory
http://www.faith-movie.co.uk


THE DEMENTIA ANGLE
We have a clear strategy to raise awareness through Dementia organisations. Stealth 
education via entertainment is a natural procedure and one we plan to harness to se-
cure industry profiling to a wider film-loving audience.

EVENT SPONSORSHIP
Once we know the exact amount of marketing budget Wavailable we will look at 
sponsorship of events in line with our genre. For example ‘Horror-on-sea’ - Southend’s 
iconic horror film festival have cost effective sponsorship packages. This will tie in 
well with our expected ‘Headlining UK premiere’ within their January 2021 film festi-
val.

The ‘WYNTERCON’ event in Eastbourne - a National scale Sci-Fi/Horror event. There 
are opportunities to sponsor individual events or the whole event. For example the 
horror cinema screenings within the 2021 event could all be sponsored by ‘Faith mov-
ie’, providing logos and website/social media links to all related promotional literature 
and a trailer prior to all screened films.

PERSONAL APPEARANCES
Booking key personnel for personal appearances. Taking every opportunity to sit on 
panels discussions, Q&A’s after festival screenings and making ourselves available for 
interviews, both in person and in SKYPE recordings.

PAY-PER-CLICK TARGETING
Since the development stage we have allocated a small monthly amount for Facebook 
PPC advertising. This has allowed our FaithMovie page to grow to in excess of 1000 
dedicated fans at the point of writing. We will continue to employ a percentage of our 
P&A budget towards PPC advertising, setting a sensible daily budget to drive traffic 
towards the film’s website and social media pages, in order to create conversion op-
portunities upon release.

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
A major part of our thinking behind the development of ‘Faith’ stems from our location choices. 
Our decision to create a horror set within a large exterior barn promoted instant decisions with 
regards to the environmental impact.  The result of our appreciation for the natural environment 
and commitment to create a feature film with minimal carbon footprint  are outlined below.

Power Supply
Our entire production will be fuelled by the mindset of less power is best. Our camera equipment 
utilized portable rechargeable battery packs, as does the majority of our lighting equipment. 

Lighting
Our conceptual lighting department has devised a lighting strategy incorporating self powered 
LED floodlighting systems, LED powered studio lighting, Scandinavian fire torches and chinese 
lanterns. Traditional studio lighting is an extreme power drain. We are proud to have these envi-
ronmental savings at the forefront of our production ethos.

Minimal Crew
The nature of our filming methods requires only a skeleton crew of maybe ten people at any one 
time. Paired with a total cast of four actors the risks of any environmental damage are kept to a 
minimum. 

Production Catering
All production catering supplied from within our camp kitchen. Food cooked in fire pits and on 
WEBER all weather barbecues. Hot water heated on open fires to provide a plentiful supply of 
hot drinks throughout the shoot and gas/electric cooking kept ot an absolute minimum.

A great industry article related to SUSTAINABILITY IN FILM AND TV PRODUCTION. 

“We all have a responsibility to the environment, no more so than in the here 
and now. Climate change is an extremely worrying topic and our production 
footprint has been discussed in-depth. We are content we are doing all we 
can to minimalize our carbon footprint, whist producing a professional feature 
film. We hope that others will follow so we all do more for the planet.”
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   FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS         courtesy of 

* Again, I state that, although we maintain supreme confidence in the marketability 
of #faithmovie, there are no guarantees of profit or success.

Here is a guideline of how your film, with no recognizable stars, will fare on the international mar-
ket stage. These figures are based on films we have had at Raindance which have sold to at least 2 
territories. If your film does well in the festival circuit, and manages theatrical distribution in 3-5 key 
European territories revenue basically rises 5-10 fold. Based on this analysis, together with current 
market data; factoring the lack of A-list attachments to #faithmovie. Offsetting these with expected 
production values and a positive reception within the festival circuit and genre critics.

DVD Only

1 Territory       LOW -  £25,000       MID - £45,000       HIGH - £60,000
2 Territories     LOW -  £60,000      MID - £90,000      HIGH - £120,000
3 Territories     LOW -  £90,000      MID - £150,000    HIGH - £240,000  
4 Territories     LOW -  £240,000    MID - £360,000    HIGH - £480,000
5 Territories     LOW -  £480,000    MID - £600,000    HIGH - £780,000 
  
VOD ASSUMPTIONS

Distributor/Aggregator - ITUNES / GOOGLE / NETFLIX / LOVEFILM etc...

LOW -  £18,000    MID -  £35,000    HIGH -  £80,000

Self Distribution - VIMEO O.D \ REELHOUSE \ VHX \ INDIEREIGN \ DISTRIFY

LOW -  £8,500       MID -  £17,000    HIGH -  £27,200

PRICING: RENTAL - £2   PURCHASE - £4
Purchase & rental include full bonus features/artwork etc...

@ £2/£4 minus 15% platform fees

UNIT RENTAL @ £1.70   -  3000 = £5,100     - 5000 = £8,500     - 8,000 =  £13,600
UNIT SALES    @ £3.40    - 1000 =  £3,400    - 2500 =  £8,500    -  4,000 = £13,600

INVESTOR ROI 

DIVISION

DISTRIBUTOR CUT = 30% 
*  ROI PAYABLE AFTER RECOUPMENT OF DISTRIBUTOR COSTS, UPFRONT INVESTMENT,  

( INCLUDING EXECUTIVE PRODUCER & ‘FAITH CONSORTIUM’ INVESTORS)  PLUS 
ANY DEFERRED PAYMENTS ON CAST,  CREW, EQUIPMENT AND/OR SERVICES. 

FULL PRODUCTION BUDGET AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

FAITH CONSORTIUM INVESTORS

£500 INVESTMENT =  1% SHARE

ASSIGNED SHARES -  85          UNASSIGNED - 15 

CAST & 
CREW

DISTRIBUTOR

30%

EXEC PRODUCER 
/ DIRECTOR
 

10%

30%

15%

SC
RE

EN
PL

AY INVESTMENT
SHARES

15%
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‘EPIC MEDIA WITH BITE’
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www.faith-movie.co.uk
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db@faith-movie.co.uk
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